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Abstract

Recently, significant advanced have been made001
in universal phone recognition. Certain of these002
methods allow researchers to recognize phones003
in thousands of languages. In this paper, we ex-004
plore the usage of such universal phone recogni-005
tion for phonetic keyword search (KWS). That006
is, we apply these methods to search for spe-007
cific sequences of phones, corresponding to008
keywords, in a set of audio files. We find that009
truly universal phone recognition might not be010
viable for KWS, but phone recognition systems011
can be fine-tuned with small amounts of data012
(3-5 hours of recordings) to produce useful re-013
sults.014

1 Introduction015

Keyword spotting is a speech processing task in016

which spoken words or phrases are identified in017

one or more utterances1. Given a target keyword or018

phrase, the spotting method detects the presence,019

and sometimes location or timestamp, of the target020

keyword from raw input audio or other represen-021

tations of that audio (e.g., spectrograms). Models022

that perform this task are used to detect wake words023

for digital assistants and to find (and even replace)024

keywords in audio files (Can and Saraçlar, 2011;025

Audhkhasi et al., 2017). The latter application is026

sometimes referred to as Keyword Search (KWS).027

KWS is also beginning to be applied in indus-028

try to assist humans in the post-editing of audio029

content, such as podcasts2. In these applications,030

KWS techniques are used to find and remove filler031

words or to simply search through content for the032

mention of certain key terms. An editor may re-033

alize, for example, that a confidential project or034

person was mentioned in one or more audio files,035

and they could use KWS techniques to locate and036

redact mentions of that project or person.037

1https://paperswithcode.com/task/keyword-spotting
2https://bit.ly/3DbXZbw

This kind of editing via KWS would be ex- 038

tremely in the context of local language translation 039

of healthcare and legistlative information. COVID- 040

19 prompted a dramatically increased need for 041

the translation of health tips and hygiene informa- 042

tion (Hardach). This information necessarily needs 043

to be in both audio and text formats, because of 044

the prevalence of oral cultures and illiteracy. The 045

quality of translations also needs to be verified be- 046

fore publication (Ramos, 2020; Kmiecicka, 2021; 047

Ghobadi et al., 2017), which might require many 048

edits. However, KWS-based augmentation of this 049

oral translation editing process is not possible with 050

many current KWS and Automated Speech Recog- 051

nition (ASR) techniques due to the lack of tran- 052

scribed or otherwise labeled speech data in local, 053

low resourced languages (Blasi et al., 2021). 054

In this paper, we evaluate the efficacy of lan- 055

guage agnostic, phonetic KWS based on recent 056

developments in universal phone recognition. The 057

method that we present leverages a universal phone 058

recognizer to convert speech data into a common 059

phonetic representation (the IPA phone inventory), 060

regardless of language. Keyword search is then per- 061

formed in this IPA phone representation based on 062

text transliterations of keywords or phones recog- 063

nized in audio recordings of keywords. To demon- 064

strate the performance of such an approach, we 065

apply our KWS methodology to audio recordings 066

of English, Hindi, and Telugu utterances. We find 067

that some fine-tuning of the universal phone recog- 068

nizer, Allosaurus (Li et al., 2020) in this case, may 069

be necessary to achieve useful KWS performance. 070

2 Related Work 071

Generally, the following approaches have been 072

employed for keyword search and spotting: pho- 073

netic speech analytics, large vocabulary continu- 074

ous speech recognition (LVCSR) based methods, 075

end-to-end neural networks, and query-by-example 076

(QbyE) techniques. 077
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This work is primarily inspired by phonetic078

KWS methods (Moyal et al., 2013; Titariy et al.,079

2014). In such approaches, speech data is con-080

verted into sequences of phones/phonemes. Then081

phoneme sequences corresponding to keywords082

are matched to the phonemes corresponding to083

the speech data using, e.g., Levenshtein dis-084

tance (Navarro, 2001). The keywords need not085

be represented in a predefined vocabulary, but,086

given that similar sounds might occur in a vari-087

ety of places in speech data, the approach some-088

times results in false positives. Existing phonetic089

KWS methods methods are distinguished from the090

current work in that they utilize language specific091

phone recognition and are, thus, not language ag-092

nostic or easily adapted to new languages.093

Various attempts have been made to rapidly094

adapt keyword search and spotting to new lan-095

guages in low resource scenarios. By way of exam-096

ple, these include Rosenberg et al. (2017); Yusuf097

et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2014). The research in098

this vein that is most related to the current work is099

that of Ferrand et al. (2021), which also attempts to100

utilize universal phone recognition for KWS. Fer-101

rand et al. (2021), in contrast to the currently pro-102

posed method, relies on a lexicon of spoken words103

that is annotated with orthographic transcriptions,104

whereas our method utilizes the universal phone105

recognition model to obtain phonetic representa-106

tions of example keywords. Further, Ferrand et al.107

(2021) use a mapping function to convert phonetic108

representations of speech data back to grapheme109

transcriptions before search through the reference110

lexicon. In contrast, we perform KWS directly111

using the phonetic representations.112

3 Methodology113

See Figure 1 for an overview of our proposed ap-114

proach for KWS. The approach includes: (i) recog-115

nition of phones corresponding to speech data and116

phones corresponding to keyword examples; and117

(ii) matching the phones corresponding with key-118

words examples to similar phone sequences occur-119

ring in the speech data. We evaluate the efficacy120

of universal phone recognition in this context, and121

we experiment with both text and audio keyword122

examples. In certain cases we fine-tune the univer-123

sal phone recognizer with language specific data to124

boost KWS performance.125

Figure 1: An overview of our method for phonetic key-
word search (KWS)

3.1 Phone recognition 126

We convert speech data, audio keyword exam- 127

ples, and text keyword examples into correspond- 128

ing sounds represented by phonetic symbols from 129

the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). For 130

speech/audio data, phone recognition is performed 131

with the Allosaurus3 universal phone recognizer, 132

which can be applied without additional, language 133

specific training (Li et al., 2020). To transliterate 134

text data to phones we use the Epitran4 grapheme- 135

to-phoneme converter (Mortensen et al., 2018), 136

which is specifically designed to provide precise 137

phonetic transliterations in low-resource scenarios. 138

In order to ensure consistency between Al- 139

losaurus and Epitran, we took advantage of Al- 140

losaurus’s inventory customization feature, giving 141

it the phone inventories specified by the relevant 142

language in Epitran. When this inventory is sup- 143

plied as input, Allosaurus will only output symbols 144

from the inventory. 145

Allosaurus is not compatible with mp3 format, 146

so we also used the PyDub5 library to convert any 147

mp3 files to wav format. 148

3.2 Matching phones to keywords 149

We perform KWS with both text and audio ex- 150

amples of keywords. Both formats are con- 151

verted into the same phonetic representation (IPA), 152

and, thus, the same matching methodology is 153

3https://github.com/xinjli/allosaurus
4https://github.com/dmort27/epitran
5https://github.com/jiaaro/pydub
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used for either format. Specifically, we use the154

"find_near_matches" Levenshtein distance based155

search within the fuzzysearch6 Python library. This156

search implementation allows one to find near sub-157

string matches within a larger string. In all of our158

experiments, we set the max allowed distance pa-159

rameter for determining a match to the length of160

the given example keyword (in terms of the number161

of IPA phone characters) divided by two.162

3.3 Fine-tuned phone recognition163

As mentioned, we use a universal pre-trained model164

from Allosaurus in order to recognize phones in165

speech data and audio keywords. However, we also166

investigate the boost in performance that can be167

acheived by fine-tuning the universal model with168

additional language specific data. This sort of fine-169

tuning has been shown to reduce Phone Error Rates170

(PERs) by 40%+ with even small amounts of lan-171

guage specific data (Siminyu et al., 2021). In our172

case, we use transcribed audio files to fine-tune173

Allosaurus after transliterating the transcriptions to174

IPA using Epitran.175

The fine-tuning of Allosaurus followed used the176

instructions for and implementation of fine-tuning177

in the Allosaurus GitHub repository7. This imple-178

mentation utilizes early stopping to avoid overfit-179

ting, where training stops if the validation PER is180

worse than previous PERs.181

4 Experiments182

To demonstrate the performance of our language183

agnostic (and fine-tuned) KWS methods, we search184

for a number of keywords in English [eng], Hindi185

[hin], and Telugu [tel] speech data. For English186

and Hindi, we utilize data from Common Voice89.187

For Telugu, we use data from the Microsoft Speech188

Corpus (Indian languages)10.189

These audio datasets contain two parts: (1) au-190

dio files; and (2) transcriptions corresponding to191

each audio file. The Hindi and Telugu datasets were192

used to fine-tune language specific Allosaurus mod-193

els. However, following the work of Siminyu et al.194

(2021), we need only a fraction of the available195

data to fine-tune Allosaurus. For Hindi, we ran-196

domly selected 3000 files, or around 3.5 hours of197

6https://github.com/taleinat/fuzzysearch
7https://github.com/xinjli/allosaurusfine-tuning
8https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/datasets
9https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/datasets

10https://msropendata.com/datasets/7230b4b1-912d-400e-
be58-f84e0512985e

recordings. For Telugu, we filtered out 3600 audio 198

files by file size to get around 3GB of "medium" 199

sized files (2000 files above 1MB in size and 1600 200

files between 500Kb-1MB), because the Telugu 201

data had more variance in file size as compared 202

to the Common Voice data. The Hindi and Tel- 203

ugu datasets were split into 80% for fine-tuning 204

Allosaurus and 20% for evaluating the phonetic 205

KWS method. A pre-trained Allosaurus model for 206

English was already available, and, thus, we did 207

not fine-tune a model for English. 208

The remaining 20% of the filtered datasets and 209

213 randomly selected files from the English Com- 210

mon Voice dataset were used to evaluate our pho- 211

netic KWS methods (described in Section 3). Cer- 212

tain keywords (around 20 for each languages) were 213

chosen based on their occurrences in this data, 214

where each keyword occurs in 3-5% of the files. 215

To get audio examples of these keywords, a single 216

native speaker (for each language) was recorded 217

speaking the keywords with an iPhone 12. 218

5 Results 219

Table 1 shows the accuracy and recall of phonetic 220

KWS search using both the universal and language 221

specific (i.e., fine-tuned) phone recognition models. 222

Generally, the fine-tuned, language specific phone 223

recognition models boost KWS performance. The 224

difference in performance between the universal 225

and language specific models can be up to 20%+. 226

This suggests that some fine-tuning is required for 227

acceptable performance in phonetic KWS. How- 228

ever, we fine-tuned these models using existing 229

ASR transcripts corresponding to 3-5 hours of 230

recordings. This data is still quite small compared 231

to datasets for modern ASR, which might include 232

20,000 hours of audio or more. 233

Further, we find that the usage of text vs. audio 234

keywords in the KWS produces a mixed bag of re- 235

sults. For Telugu, we see that searches using audio 236

keyword examples outperform text based searches 237

by almost 30% when using the universal phone rec- 238

ognizer. However, we see almost no difference in 239

the Hindi results. This is likely due to variations 240

in the quality, variety, and pre-processing of the 241

audio samples. We only gathered audio keyword 242

examples from one native speaker per language, 243

and we expect that the results might show a more 244

consistent trend if we expanded this data using 245

more speakers and/or a wider variety of recording 246

devices. 247
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Universal Keywords AvgOcc Accuracy Recall
Text English 20 5% 87.80% 29.60%

Hindi 21 5% 88.50% 28.70%
Telugu 23 3.64% 93.10% 17.30%

Audio English 20 5% 59.57% 48.39%
Hindi 21 5% 78.27% 28.90%
Telugu 23 3.64% 70% 48.40%

Language specific Keywords AvgOcc Accuracy Recall
Text English 20 5% 78.50% 70.50%

Hindi 21 5% 88.90% 30.90%
Telugu 23 3.64% 80.20% 46.70%

Audio English 20 5% 53.76% 52.53%
Hindi 21 5% 78.13% 30.56%
Telugu 23 3.64% 79.30% 36.50%

Table 1: Phonetic keyword search (KWS) performance using both universal and language specific phone recognition
models and using both text keyword examples and audio keyword examples. The number of keywords per language
is shown along with the average percentage in which those keywords appear in the data (AvgOcc).

6 Conclusions and Future Work248

Using universal phone recognizers, we demon-249

strate language agnostic, phonetic keyword search250

(KWS) functionality. We find that fine-tuning251

phone recognizers with a small amount of language252

specific data (3-5 hours of recordings) significantly253

improves the performance of KWS. This sort of254

fine-tuning is likely needed if one wants to apply255

the methodology in practice. In the future, we256

would like to further investigate the performance257

of input text keywords vs. input audio keywords,258

and we would also like to scale this audio search259

up to larger datasets with more recording and more260

languages.261
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